
The Rally
of Privateer 

Duval

Privateer Duval attacked enemy ships to defend both his country and his King. His privateer ship «Vulture» captured ship after ship, spreading 
terror off the shores of France. At some point, Duval became weary of his navigator life, so he settled down definitly on Bonaventure Island. 
He died a few years later, leaving behind him numerous descendants.
Gossips tell that Privateer Duval would have brought a treasure with him and that it would be hidden somewhere on Bonaventure Island.
Let’s get going and search out for Duval’s treasure! All along the way, you will have to solve few riddles. With chance, they will lead you to 
Duval’s treasure, and who knows, maybe a much more beautiful treasure is awaiting you up there!

Instructions - Be sure to have your marker pen with you.
- Answers all the questions below, getting clues from the service area and all along the Colony Trail.
- Once you have found out all answers, search out for the Duval’s hidden treasure chest. 
- Have fun and discover a gorgeous island!

1The arriving Area Remember two instructions given to you upon arrival on the island.

2 Name two employees of the park.

3 On Bonaventure Island, there are            (number) walking trails.  Name each one…

The Maison LeBoutillier 4 What activity is offered at La Maison LeBoutillier?

5 Name two historic sites that are part of the Historic trail activity: ‘’Des morues et des hommes’’.



6

The “Colony Trail”
Name the geological formation of Percé rock ?

7 WHO AM I? 
I’m a remain, or an impression left a very long time ago by plants and animals.
L - O - S - I - F - S

8 True or False: The rocky cliffs on the mainland that once were attached to Percé Rock are called the Two Brothers…

(Map of geology)
Located in front of Le Boutilier house

The “Colony Trail” (Discovering signs along the way)
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Now, the only thing left for you to find out is the Privateer’s treasure chest!  Look for it around the 
picnic area…check the bushes…
What’s in the treasure chest? 

Congratulations!

The Rally of Privateer Duval

What a great adventurer you are! You can be proud you’ve completed the 
Rally of Privateer Duval with SUCCESS!

The answers are revealed on the wall inside at the colony shelter. For further explanation about 
any topic, the warden will be happy to assist you.


